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MAJEXTAND INSTRUCTIONS

Pulling direction sign #1 & #2

Lock buttons

Retractable plate

Retractable plate

Adhesive strips

Base frame

Upper case(Logo side)

Lower case

Lock buttons

( Pic 1 )

Center hole

( Pic 2 )
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MAJEXTAND - World's Thinnest, Handiest Laptop Stand Ever!



MAJEXTAND - Improves posture magically! 

MAJEXTAND was specifically invented to help people keep GOOD CERVICAL & SPINAL POSTURES while carrying their 
MacBooks(Laptops) On The Go. It's the world's thinnest and handiest MacBook(laptop) stand ever. It's thinner than a dollar, but can 
raise a MacBook(laptop) as high as an iMac(desktop) with 1 finger in 1 second and 6 adjustable positions! 

⁃ MacBook + MAJEXTAND = iMac On The Go

⁃ Laptop     + MAJEXTAND = Desktop On The Go


I. FEATURES:  
1. Thinnest - 1.7mm only, thinner than a dollar

2. Handiest - 1 finger in 1 second operation, simple installation and removal

3. Extraordinary design, made by precision technologies

4. Easy adjustability for 6 ergonomic laptop positions

5. 3D phenomenal cooling system

6. Accompanied by 80℃ heat-resistant and no-residue adhesive strips that can be easily removed and reattached to other laptops


II. SPECIFICATIONS: 
1. Origin: Taiwan

2. Thickness: 1.7mm

3. Weight: 136grams

4. Dimension: L141mm x W140mm

5. 6 ergonomic laptop positions: 7.0cm - 12.0cm

6. Material: zinc alloy & stainless steel, high wear resistance POM foot


III. CONTAINS: 
1 MAJEXTAND, 4 assistant rubber feet, 1 alcohol prep pad, 2 no-residue adhesive strips


IV. Compatibility:

Compatible with any MacBook(laptop) whose screen size is smaller than 18” and the bottom case is intact
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IV. Preparation: 
Step 1 : 

Make sure your laptop bottom case is fully intact. There is no removable component that may interfere with the installation. (See pic 
3&4)





Step 2 : 

Fully clean up the bottom case surface by using the attached alcohol prep pad. (See pic 5)








( Pic 3 )

( Pic 5 )

( Pic 4 )
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Step 3 : 

Draw the rule lines on the bottom case surface where you want to fix the MAJEXTAND. We recommend you to centrally put the MA-
JEXTAND and align it with the Green Line. (See pic 6-1) Please make sure the Logo Side is close to the Laptop’s rear edge. (See pic 
6-2)





















Caution: Rule lines should be drawn by the pencil which is softer than HB hardness, harder pencil may scratch the bottom case's coat-
ing. The rule lines are strongly suggested before installing MAJEXTAND onto your laptop to avoid any improper installation. 


 

( Pic 6-1 )
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V. Installation: 
Step 1 : 

Reconfirm the position of MAJEXTAND as recommended above. Please make sure the Logo Side is close to the Green Line. (See pic 7)


















( Pic 7 )
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Step 2 : 

Remove the release papers of adhesive strips and stick MAJEXTAND onto the laptop bottom case, then press the base frame firmly. 
(See pic 8&9)













Caution: The adhesive strips under the base frame are used particularly on hard surface like aluminum alloy and hard plastic cases. 
Soft surface materials like silicone, TPU/TPE or any other similar materials are not attachable.  


 

( Pic 8 ) ( Pic 9 )

Press firmly
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VI. Lifting: 
Put your finger into the center hole, then lift the Upper case(Logo side) all the way until hearing a “click” sound. This is the lowest eye 
level of laptop. (See “Pulling Direction Sign #1”, pic 10&11)










Caution: DO NOT lift the Lower Case Side yet. If you pull this side only then the MAJEXTAND won’t have enough strength to hold the 
laptop and may cause the laptop screen Backwards. When lifting the plates, please keep away your fingers from the retractable plate 
ratchets. 





( Pic 10 ) ( Pic 11 )
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VII. Adjusting heights: 
In order to achieve higher eye level. You can pull the retractable plate Step By Step which shown as “Pulling direction Sign #2”,(See 
pic 12) and adjust 6-different-eye-levels. (See pic 13)














Caution: When adjusting the plates, please keep away your fingers from the retractable plate ratchets.




 
 

6 heights from 7.0cm to 12.0cm(measure from the lower edge of screen case)

( Pic 12 )

( Pic 13 )
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VIII. Retracting:  
Press the lock buttons of both sides, then push the retractable plate(s) back to its case. (See pic 14&15)


















Caution: When adjusting the plates, please keep away your fingers from the retractable plate ratchets.
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IX. Assistant rubber feet:  
Stick the assistant rubber feet above the original feet to increase the original thickness, and the friction force of the front feet. Make sure 
the longer feet are attached with right direction, and align with the front edge of laptop as shown in pic 16. (See pic 16)


 

 

Longer feet

( Pic 16 )
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Front edge



X. Removal: 
1.Use an invalid credit card or a card with similar textures. 

2.Put the card into the gap between the base frame and the laptop bottom case, then slide it to the adhesive strip. (See pic 17)

3.Then slide the card slowly from one side to the other side to remove the adhesive strip from the bottom case. (See pic 18 &19)












Caution: Please hold MAJEXTAND firmly while removing the adhesive strips. It can prevent any possible injury from your laptop and 
MAJEXTAND. 

( Pic 17 ) ( Pic 18 ) ( Pic 19 )
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